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expressed by wonk (in English). Or, more specifically, we may think of the 
definitions as programs for machines, a ied to, that is operating on, such 
programmes. In both cases we have to do cture, permitting self 
app?catlon ,
The A -calcufus represents a class of (partial) functions (h-definable: functions) 
which turns out to be the c?ass of (partial) recursive functions. The equivalence 
between the Turing computable functions and the p-recursive functions was 
proved via the A-definable functions: the p-recursive functions are exactly t 
A-definable functions [lo], and the Turing computable functions are exactly t 
A definable functions [M]. The equivalence between the A-definable functions a 
the recursive functions was one of the arguments usled by Church [5] to defend his 
thesis (proposing to identify the intuitive class of effectively computable functions 
with the class of recursive functions; in [2A] arguments are given for the so called 
Church’s superthlesis Iwhich states that for the functions involved this identification 
even preserves the intensionak charncter, i.e. the process of computation). In this 
sense the -calculus played a central role in the early investigations of the theory of 
recursive functio;ns. 
In the A-calculus we have the primitive operation of application, The functions F 
applied to the argument A4 will be denoted by FM. Apart from application we have 
an abstraction operator A. The infuitive meaning of Ax.. . is (as is well known): t 
function which assigns . . . to .x. Its use is illustrated by (AX. x2 + 1)3 = 10. There is a 
certain asymmetry in this formula. The result of compui:ing (Ax. x2 + 1)3 is 10. In 
most cases one wonld not like to replace 10 by the more complicated (Ax. X’ i- 1)3. 
‘=t’e xpress this asymmetry by writing (Ax. x2 + I)3 2 1’3 (read: (Ax. x2 + 1)3 reduces 
to 10). Equality -= will be the symmetric transitive closure of 2 . 
ecause. of the type free approach we do not nee to introduce functions of more 
variables. Intuitively, for a function of say two vari les $(x, Y)~ we can consider t 
function f”(x) = Ay . f’(x, y); then f(x, y ) = f’(r) Q). Therefore it is sufficient that t 
foimalfsm contains only unary functions. 
The thcorv is logic free, i.e. there are no connectives or quantifie 
even more so combinatory logic, is a very simple for 
linctions can be represented. III [l] extensions of the theory are 
er ~intuitio~isti~) irate logic. 
he A -calcu 
bet: 
Rmursiue functions in the h -calculus 
S. 
s a syntactic notatio 
r’; y, z, . . . is a syntactic notation for a 
Ml M2.. . J& stands for (. . (association to t 
curs free in a term 
Ax has the same bindin 
hx.x = hy a y. FV(M) is the 
denotes the result of substituting A’ fo 
t6 prevent confu 
predica,e logic, that no free variable of 
accomplished by renaming some of th e.; [~/0)(&z. QX)= 
ha’. a”af ha. aa. 
Variable convention. If are terms occurring in a certain mathe 
context (e.g. Anition, proof, representation of a program), then we assume that 
all bound variables are chosen to be different from th varia 
By the variable convention we car1 always write iAY* 
ion . If x $ y and y fZ FV(P), then 
A, The -calculus is defined by the following axiomschemes and rules. 
(2)) M = M’ * M’ = M, 
(3‘Jp M = &iv, N = L * hkf = t. 
If M = IV or M 2 N is derivable we write A k M = N or A I- M 3 N and say M is 
convertible to N, respectively M reduces to N. 
* 
&o crnask. If in the inductive, definition of terms clause (3) is changed into 
(3’) If N is a term and if x E FV(M j, then (AxM) is a term, 
the resulting terms are called Al-terms. The Al-calculus is the theory with 
formulas M > N and M = N, where M, N are Al-terms, and is axiomatized 
by the axiomschemes and rules of 2.4 restricted to AI-terms. 
The full A-calculus is often called AK-calculus if it is necessary to distinguish it 
from the Ak:~fculu~. 21~ this paper only the i’ull A-calculus is considered. 
. A k M 3 Ad’, A i- N a N’ +S A I- [x/N]M 23 [x/N’]M’: 
‘, then this follows by induction on the structure of Mq The general 
110~s by induction on the length of proof of M 2 M’, using 2.3 in case 
’ is (Ay . P)Q 3 [y/‘Q]P. 0 
For every term F there is a term M such that A f- FM = 
M = oo. Then A I- M = oo = (Ax. F(XX))LLJ = 
This explains why the related constructions in the 
elfreferential sentence are so ewhat puzzling. 
Frequenrly we need some stan 
‘Xy7 .Y? (ya ). 
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From the results in the next section it follows that each closed term can be 
defined in terms of and S. 
(false): Define and 
. If B is 8 term taking v 
can be represented by 
tkn the intuitive value of 
ur 
= 
is in normal form (n.f.) iff has no part (hxP)Q. 
A term M has a normal form ‘iff Al-M= ’ is in n.f. 
Intuitively a term is in n.f. if it cannot be computed any further. 
Examples. (AX. xx)y has the normal form yy . (Ax. xx \ ( AX. AX) hits 19 normal form 
(as will follow from 2.12). Even worse is 0303, whcr~ o3 = Ax. xxx, since this term 
reduces to bigger and bigger ones. A3 an exkme in [2] a universal generator is 
constructed which reduces to terms with arbitrary complex subterms. 
= AT, then there exists a term Z such that 
The proof sf 2.13 ic carried out in 2.13.1.-2.13.10. 
Th*e shortest proof of this theorem is due to Tait and artin-Ltif, see e.g. [3A, 
2.81. The proof carried out below is somewhat longer, but more perspicuous. As a 
matter of fact it is the essence of Curry’s proof in [7, pp. 109-l?O]. 
The ides off this proof is the 
theorem follows immediately fro 
its turn by the strip lemma (le 
er 13 prove this latter lem 
If one makes a b 
reduction .M 2 Pd’, then by r 
2 
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er t0 do ithe neceSSary bOQkk ping, we will introduce a (conservative) 
ext&tl&yb of the A-calculus, which has e extra symbol - (underlining). 
as follows. The 
is defined by adding to the axioms and rules in 2.4. 
7 N (respectively M 7 N). 
n. We define two functions, I.. 1 and q~, mapping A-terhs on 
-term obtained by changing throughout M ail b’s in h’s, 
d on the structure of 
)N= [x/&N)]Q(M). 
re of M, using 2.3 in case M = (&y. P)Q. %ote 
(116 , )~(,AX.Q(P))Q(Q)-~[XIQ(Q)JQ(P)~Q([~/Q]P), by 2.13.3. 
?6% -I 
‘\” ,* --+ M is (Ax. P)Q 7 [x/Q]P. Then b 
x- OQ) = [x/Q(Q)]Q(F) = Q([x/ ]P), by 2.13.3. 
induction hylpothesis, 
and L4 
3 
(see Fig. 2). 
roof. Induction on the structure 
Case 1. i =xX. Then Ix~=c,J(x), 
A 
Fig. 2. 
of 
Case 2. = PQ. Then 1 PO 1~ 1 p 1 Idp 1”;” q (P)cp (Q), by the induction 
hypothesis. 
=Ax.P. Then \Ax:,Pl~Ax.lPj-;*Ax.(p(P)~(p!A~.p), hy the in- 
by the in4xtion hypothesis arrd 2.13.3. 13 
Let A1I be n 4 -term. If 1 P& ] = N and 
-;” M’ (see Fig. 3). 
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x0, Xl, l l ’ variable:h, 
5 w, = reduction, eq* nlity? 
( ) 9 auxiliary symbols. 
Terms are inductively defined by: 
(1) each constant or variable is a term, 
(2) ?i M, N are terms, so is (MN). 
Formulas: If M, N are terms, then M = N and M a N are formulas. 
We make the same syntactic onventions as for tlhe h-calcuius. Provability in CL 
is denoted by CL t- . . . . ‘To distinguish the terms of the fwo theories, we speak of 
A -terms and CL-terms. 
3.2. CL is defined 3y the follwing axiomschemes and rules: 
IMaM, 
K-MN a M, 
SMNL 2 Mk(NL), 
MaM, 
(a) MaM’ +B ZMaZM’, 
(b) M 3 M’ =+ MZ a MT, 
MaN,NaL + MaL. 
MaAd’=+ M=M’, 
M-M’==, M’=M, 
id=N,M=L +s M=L. 
. (a) If CLF M 2 M’, then CLC[x/N]M 3 [x/N]M’. 
(b) If CLt- M = M’, then CL k [x/N]M = [x/N]M’. 
Proof. Induction on the length of proof in i’L. 0 
ombinatory completeness). For each CL-term M there exists a 
. By induction ori ;he structure of we define A *n. 
if c is a constant or variable $ x, 
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ary. CL t. (A *x. a [x/N]M. 
roof. Iwwdiate by 3.3 and 3.4. fl 
2.5 and 3.4 suggest how A- and CL-terms can be translated into each other. 
. Defhition. (1) We define inductively Met for A-terms 
XCL = & 
(PC&l = &L QCL, 
(Ax. P)CL = A*X.&. 
(2) Similarly M;, for CL-terms M. 
XA = x, 
IA = I, 
Kh = K, 
SA = s, 
(PQ)A = PitQA. 
So we have A .CL-,h. CL:A+CL. 
3.7. Theorem. (a) CL t- M 2 N + A t- MA 2 I% 
(b) CLt-M=N =+ At-Mh=N,. 
Proof. Induction on the length of proof in CL. 0 
It is not true that A F M = N _ CLk M,-,_ = NcL (take e. 
N 3 (Au. Ia)), mr do the reverse implications in 3.4. hold (take e.g. 
N = I). However consider the following rule of extensionality ext: .IW.X = M’x 
M = M’, x e W(M) U FV(M). Then we have: 
3. . (a) CL+extl- =N a Ai-extl- 
(b) A + ext t- M = N a CL+extU&_= NcL. 
(c) A + ext t- (. 
(d) CL + ext t 
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strong reduction both for CL and for the A -calculus is detinedj as an extension of the 
usual reduction and generates extensional equality. Then some analogues of 3.8. 
are proved. Since the’analogy is only partial, we doubt the importance of strong 
reduction. 
(2) Curry has given a finite set of CL-equations which arridmatize the rule ext in 
CL, see [9, Ch. 63. 
(3) There is also a combinatory equivalent of the AI-calculus. This theory, CLI, 
has the constants I, B, C, S satisfying IM 3 M, BMNL * M(NL), CMNL a 
(ML)N and SMNL 2 ML(NL). Then A *x. M can be d4ned for x E FV(M): 
h?Lx = I, 
h*x.PQ=S(h*x.P)(A*x.Q) ifxEFV(P),xEFV(Q), 
if x jZ! FV(P), x E FV( @, 
= C(k*x. P)Q if x E W(B), x YE FV(Q). 
Therefore we can define a sta.ndard translation between the it4 .~alculus and CLr. 
4. Representation of the recursive functions 
From now on we again work in the A-calculus. In this section it is shown that a 
global repres‘entation f the recursive functions can be defined for any system of 
numerals that admits a successor, a discriminator of zero and a global predecessor. 
The details are given for one such system of numerals, but the meth,od is quite 
general. 
merals. Define 
Q= I, at + 1 := [fi, Kj. 
Note that for ah IZ E cw (set of natural numbers), p is in normal form. 
. 1~ function f : ton -+ o is A -definable iff for some A -term F: 
( ) * AkF& ,... &n=m e f(k ,,..., k,)=m. 
is .: -definable by F. 
If for some A-term F instead of (*) we have 
(**) f(h, l l l ,k,)= m =+ A I-F/i:.& = y 
= m’. Then 
eralls are in 
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a. The initial functions 
V(X lynch,&)=&, 
27x)=0, 
S’(x)=x+l 
are A -definable. 
Proof. Take as defining terms 
~nEhXl...X*.Xi, 
z’ = AXA, 
s+’ Ax. [x, Kj 
and use 4.3. Cl 
4.5. Lemma. ie R-definable functions are closed under composition. 
Proof. Thk; representation of the composition is the composition of the 
representations. IJ 
4.6. Lemma. There are terms P and Zero, such that P($‘x) = x and 
Zero x = T if x = Q 
= F if x is a numeral # 0. 
Proof. Tak 
P=hx.(x)o, 
Zero = Ax. (x)1 
The h-definable functions are closed under primitive recursiwz. 
. For simplicity we omit parameters. Let f be defined by 
f(9) = k, 
yo- + Ii = g(fW, n), 
where g is X-definable by G. We want to define F such that it satisfies 
= if Zero x the 
240 
Fx = Zero x &[G(F(Px))( 
or 
F= Ax.Zo,ro x k[G(F(Px) 
Define $ = Afx. Zero x &[G hen tr9e can take F as being the fixted 
Carollary. The ~e~~esentat~on off in 4’9 is Mal, i.e. we have 
ht+Q==~~ 
A t F(S+x) = G(Fx)x. 
a. The h-definable functions are closed under minimalizatbn. 
WM. (Again we omit parameters.) Let f be defined by f(x) = py [g(x, y) = 01, 
where g is A -defined by G and Vn 3m g(n, n2 ) = 0. As in 4.7 we can Lad a A -term 
J3’ such that 
Hxy = if Zero (C&y) then y else Hx(S’y). 
Then take F = hx. HxQ. C’J 
, 
4.10. Theorem. A# irecursive functions are h-definable. Moreowr the representation 
is global, i.e. is such that the defining equations for the primitk recursive functions 
hold for free uariables, not just numerals. 
Proof. Immediate from 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. 0 
rk. It is clear that the A-calculus is a recursively axiomatia.+~ theory. Hence 
ter Ciideiization) the relation ((M, N) 1 h t- M = N} is recursively enumerable. 
nable functiopz.++ Utc exactly the recursive functions. 
ned by c then f(k,,...,k,)= tn ++A t-F’& ,,..., 
aph of f 5 r.e., so f is reeursnv 
ntation by nor 1 te 
In this 
modified 
$ ection . recursive fun&ms will be 
terms. 
FA and FAB have Q nsrmsl fern;. 
not a term since PFV = ((PF)I)I. 
’ be a normal form wch that A I- 
M(2.15). &fine i&b = htx. x CI M’(x Qab(x 22)x. Note that @ab is in normal 
form (at hxst if we take F = hxy . y). Set F 3 hab. u&w&. Then 
= XC3M’(xa)ab(xno,bo,b!X 
= ~M’k2b(&&,)X 
= Mab(Fab)x, 
for x such that XD = I. Thus F satisfies property (1). 
The normal from of F is 
habx l X n M’ (x 0) ab(x Cl &&b&&,)x, 
hence it ic clear that F also satisfies property (2). I3 
5.2. Theorem. There exists a term I? such that 
A t- Rab(S+x) = b(Rab...)x 
and R misjies (2) of 5.1 (with F replaced b 
. If R satisfies (2) of 5.1 and 
abx = If Zero x then CE else [b(Rab(Px))(Px)] 
))(Px)]. Then take as the F in 5.1 for 
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5~ Coro&ry. There is a global representation of the recursive functions by nomad 
term. 
roof. The initial functions in 4.4 are A-definable by normal terms that are such 
that the equations hold for variables. 
If g,h,,...,h, are i-definable by normal terms G, H,, . . . , Hm then 
g@,(z), . *. 7 L (2)) cm be A-defined by Ax’. R~DG(x~C]H~~‘). . . (x~oH,J), where 
EI is as in 51. If g is A-definable by the normal term G and f is defined by 
f(Q) = a, 
f(n + 1) = df(n)9 n)9 
then f is globally represented by the normal form of RaG. Let f(x) = 
py[g(x, y) = 0] be A-defined by F. Define F* == Ax. KIF (xcJ).~. Then F* A- 
defines f and is in normal form. El 
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